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Product Data Entry Services
The big boom in the e-Commerce sector has set many business achieve more at a tremendous pace. Start-ups as
well as well-known brands are all ﬁnding new ways to tap.
The big boom in the e-Commerce sector has set many business achieve more at a tremendous pace. Start-ups as
well as well-known brands are all ﬁnding new ways to tap in the potential of an online business. A successful
ecommerce business has changed the paths of many companies. In order to be one of the top achievers of online
retail stores, you need to have more than just an excellent product information management system. You cannot
maintain an online store all alone. You need help in adding, modifying, maintaining, scrutinizing as well as updating
the website. 123eData has a huge experience in eCommerce product data entry services.
123eData has a well-experienced and eﬃcient staﬀ who will pay attention to every intricate detail of your project.
They will make sure all the necessary details of running an online store are always up-to-date. Our team will take
care of the catalog processing, naming of products, customization of the real value of the product, market analysis
as well as competition study, analysis of the customer mindset, etc. You will only get back world-class product data
entry services from your association with 123eData.
Key Features of Our Product Data Entry Services
# We take care of sourcing product details from manufacturer’s website, digital catalog, or other sources.
# Entering product features, speciﬁcations
# Uploading product data
# Writing error-free, unique and attractive product descriptions
# Adding product prices # Deleting out-of-stock or outdated products
# Entering new products and their information in real time
# SEO-friendly Meta tag creation for product pages that includes title, keywords, and description
# Keeping related products together for cross-selling and up-selling
# Strong back-oﬃce support that includes order processing, invoice entry as well as shipping details # Data mining
services that gives you the record of data products, prices, speciﬁcations as well as latest products
# Bulk product uploading on eCommerce portals with tailored solutions that suits your needs as well as budget.
# Customised solutions for businesses for forming casual and attractive online catalogs that helps give a
competitive edge to your web store over competition.
# Placing products in the right category and under correct sub-categories. This is very important, as the customer
should be able to ﬁnd what they need at the right place under the right tag.
# Careful analysis of the entire web store to remove any repeated, duplicate, outdated or wrong products
uploaded on the website.
Why Choose 123eData?
Why should you choose us as your outsourced partner for Amazon Product Listing Services? Well, to begin
there is no match to the quality and accuracy level of our work. Our team will come up with customized solutions
as per the client’s needs and budget.
We have a round the clock customer care support to solve any query you have. We have a ﬂexible work model and
each process goes through vigorous quality check to achieve best results. Our team will keep the client in loop at

every aspect and decision making tasks.
You will get timely results and completed projects within the given time frame. You will deﬁnitely not regret your
decision to associate with 123eData. Just contact us and we will give you the details regarding our Ecommerce
data entry services.
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